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Resume of the interviews made in the frame of the exchange:

Resume of the interviews made in the frame of the exchange in Bulgaria

The Roma people are used by the media to distract the public attention from more important issues: there should be an external enemy so not to see the problems in the internal political life and because there is no such in this moment, let’s find this enemy inside the society. The Roma became the victims of the lost transition in Bulgaria. The merger between politicians, big companies and media, resulted in low quality journalism, used for the purpose of those in power, that would easily let the Bulgarians hate the Gypsies instead of looking for the real reasons for the poverty in the country. The Gypsies are also used by nationalists to build their political presence in Bulgaria. These are the main conclusion of the interview with Rumian Russinov, from Public Advocacy Centre.

He said that even if the journalists do not want to speak against the Roma, they had to do it because this is part of the strategy of some media. Rumian is not optimist about working with journalists to change the media image of the Roma, because according to him the media is just an instrument of the oligarchs and if they have decided to use the Roma for specifics purposes in the society, this problem could not be solved by working with the journalists’ professional conscience.
This opinion was shared by most of the interviewed persons in Sofia in the framework of the preparation of this guide. They claimed that Roma people are presented in the media mostly as a group and not like individual persons. Most of the media put the ethnic origin in the headline of news related to crimes, committed by Roma people even there is no relation between the crime and the ethnic origin. But on the other hand, when a crime is committed by Bulgarian and the victim is from Roma origin (like recently a Roma baby was killed by drunk Bulgarian), the origin of the victim is not mentioned.

Yuliana Metodieva, Marginalia.bg, said that the stereotypes about Roma are inserted even in the heads of the journalists and that is why it is so difficult to fight against Roma discrimination in the media. Even when the journalists go to the Roma ghettos, they go there only to find evidence needed to reproduce the stereotypes, said Dimitar Dimitrov from the Open Society Institute-Sofia. He shared the following experience: he was guiding a journalist, who seems to be friendly to the Roma, in one Roma ghetto but later on he wrote a degrading article about the interviewed persons. That is why the Roma do not want to speak with media, he explained. We made several documentaries about Roma, but no media wanted to promote them, added Dimitrov. This was confirmed by Metodieva, who also shared that very good films about Roma people didn’t receive the necessary support to be popularized.

She is also on the opinion that Roma do not want to speak with media anymore, because they are feeling insulted by the Bulgarian racist attitudes and started to capsulate themselves. “Please, tell us, what bad the Roma have done, did we created the Atom bomb or started the second war, we are not bad people”, she was told by Roma representatives. The Roma people are reluctant to speak with the media, confirms also Irina Nedeva, BNR. They are afraid that this will be used against them. But it is important however to make efforts to include their voice by trying to enlarge your contacts’ base, and not to use the comments of Roma politicians that have been discredited in the eyes of the Roma community, advices the journalist.

The journalists do not try to understand the problems, by going to make investigation on ground, most of them are just repeating the press releases of the institutions dealing with Roma, and very often these institutions are using discriminative speech in their message, is the opinion of the journalists Zornitsa Stoilova and Maria Cheresheva.

The official political discourse about Roma’s integration is or negative or do not exist, people on high level positions are afraid of confronting the stereotypes so not to lose popularity. On the other hand the populists use the hate speech and there are no balanced representations of Roma in the political discourse, neither in the media, most of them just reproducing the public discourse. Irina Nedeva proposed: when a hate speech is used by a public person and you could not ignore it, just say to your audience: this person said that and this is a hate speech.

Zornitsa suggests that instead of speaking with Roma only on Roma issues, the journalists should contact them for opinions on issues that are important for all the groups in the Bulgarian society.

One very pessimist opinion is shared by all the interviewed – unless the ruling parties do not recognize that the missed Roma integration is a big problem and real efforts and strategies should be implemented, unless there is no political will and resources to put in practices these strategies, the vicious circle of Roma problems related with their isolation and poverty will be used by the media to create more isolation and social distance for this ethnos in the Bulgarian society. But the journalists should understand that by playing part in this vicious circle they are paving the way for more social
Resumo dos entrevistas feitas no âmbito da troca no âmbito da Itália

Os representantes das organizações e projetos que promovem a integração de pessoas Rom (21 Luglio, Il mio nome è Rom, Fondazione Romani) concordam que a falta de representação de pessoas Rom entre os políticos dificulta mudar como os meios de comunicação os apresentam. As instituições não estão interessadas nesses mudanças.

Os meios de comunicação se concentram em poucos tópicos relacionados a pessoas Rom, especialmente aqueles relacionados a acampamentos nomade: a deterioração de algumas áreas; os custos dos acampamentos; o amplo dissídio na Itália sobre a presença dos acampamentos e os problemas sociais resultantes. As pessoas Rom são altamente criminalizadas pelos meios de comunicação: algumas notícias podem encontrar espaço porque envolvem pessoas Rom.

Do outro lado, os meios de comunicação totalmente ignoram que as pessoas Rom podem viver uma vida “normal”: histórias sobre pessoas Rom que vivem de maneira integrada não são comuns. As ONGs reconhecem que não há espaço para as opiniões das pessoas Rom na mídia. Elas nem mesmo são questionadas sobre notícias que as envolvem diretamente.

Quando pedimos para eles encontrar um exemplo recente de trabalho jornalístico justo e bom que inclui pessoas Rom, eles não conseguem encontrar ninguém. Mesmo que eles queiram mostrar um problema relacionado a pessoas Rom de uma maneira equilibrada e desde um ponto de vista diferente, eles muitas vezes usam estereótipos ou piedade. Eles não podem incluí-las como fazem com outros grupos: as pessoas Rom não precisam que os jornalistas falem sobre elas de forma positiva ou negativa, elas precisam ser incluídas e representadas da forma como são feitas com outros: de forma normal.

As ONGs às vezes ajudavam os jornalistas a conhecerem pessoas Rom e a visitarem acampamentos nomade, mas o resultado sempre foi insatisfatório. Os jornalistas mostravam apenas a superfície e não explicavam as razões por trás da situação.

Ion Dumitru, representante Rom, destaca a importância de mostrar as pessoas Rom como pessoas normais, não como criminosas ou vítimas. Segundo ele, ambas as abordagens têm efeitos negativos e promovem o radicalização de estereótipos.

Distribuímos 95 questionários entre jornalistas trabalhando em diferentes mídias (impressa, rádio, TV, online – nacional ou local) e cobrindo diferentes papéis (diretor-geral, editor, jornalista). 85% reconheceram a existência de estereótipos sobre pessoas Rom na mídia (todos disseram que o estereótipo mais comum é que elas são apresentadas como ladrões ou criminosas); a mesma porcentagem acredita que os meios de comunicação cometem erros na representação da comunidade Romana. Entre essas erros, eles indicaram: generalização, criminalização, estigmatização.

90% dos jornalistas entrevistados acreditam que uma representação diferente de pessoas Rom poderia ser útil para promover sua integração e inclusão. Como fazer isso? 60% indicaram como uma possível solução uma maior utilização de termos mais responsáveis, 20% indicaram a importância de relatar histórias positivas, 5% indicaram a necessidade de uma informação mais equilibrada. Somente um dos entrevistados escreveu que a solução é incluí-las como “pessoas normais”, envolvendo-as em todos os tipos de debates porque elas são membros da mesma sociedade.

Somente 20% deles que responderam nunca trabalharam com pessoas Rom em sua carreira. Todos eles experimentaram alguns problemas no primeiro contato, devido à suspeição. Somente uma das jornalistas que responderam não foram cooperativas e sinceras. Os outros encontraram-as amigáveis, cooperativas e protegidas.
Roma people in the media: Going beyond the stereotypes

Roma people are often the main characters of bad news and negative stories. Media depict them using stereotypes and stigma. Even in this kind of stories we can’t find Roma’s point. They don’t have a voice.

Roma people are the target of hate speech in 90% of the cases in Bulgaria. The data is from the research of the Open Society Institute - Sofia from 2013. The main sources of the hate speech are the media and the politicians, also according to this research. While in the same time no strategy or policies are implemented for the integration of the Roma people and their segregation is just creating more and more distance between the ethnic Bulgarian and Roma. In this burdensome situation the role of the media is quite problematic - instead of going deeper in the problems of not having state policies for Roma integration, most of the media prefer just to reproduce myths about Roma, showing them as the most evil ethnos in Bulgaria. This is of course just increasing the distance between the two ethnics, putting a whole ethnic group in discriminated situation and creating instability in the society. That is why, we believe that a starting point for social pressure on the state to start real strategy of Roma integration, should be the media destroying their own myths and paving the way for a more objective discussion on the missed Roma integration. This guide is created on the base of interviews with several NGOs, journalists, sociologists and experts on Roma issues.

In Italy the association “21 luglio” recorded 428 cases of hate speech against Roma people between May 2013 and May 2014: 1.17 cases per day. 79% of these hate speech come from political parties and politicians and are reported by media without any criticism. Editors and journalists themselves are often the author of discriminations and hate speech, promoting stereotypes and wrong pictures of the real situation. Because of this approach, the Italian press made serious mistakes: more than once journalists reported crime news which have been proven false with Roma people as negative characters. Consequences, however, were real: fires in the settlements, violence against the Roma communities.

That is why, we believe that a starting point for social pressure on the state to start real strategy of Roma’s integration should be the media destroying their own myths and paving the way for a more objective discussion on the missed Roma integration. This is the first step in order to achieve the Roma’s inclusiveness in media. This guide is created on the base of interviews with several NGOs, journalists, sociologists and experts on Roma issues.

**Timing of Implementation**

November 2014 - December 2015

**Material / Resources**

**What are the main Roma myths in the media?**

I. **ROMA ARE CRIMINALS AND THEIR CRIMES ARE NOT PUNISHED**

*Bulgaria* - According to the research of the Center for the Study of Democracy (CSD)*
(2007) most of the crimes related to the everyday life like thefts are made by Roma people, but as a percentage of the Roma community the criminal persons are the same number as the percentage of the criminal persons in the Bulgarian community. On the other hand the data from Bulgarian National Institute, cited in a publication of Krassimir Kanev, president of Bulgarian Helsinki Committee (BHK), the Roma people have been always overrepresented in the prisons. Two researches, BHK 2002 and Open Society Institute 2004, show these respective percentage of the Roma in prisons - 24.8% and 19.6%.

According to Krassimir Kanev the Roma people are deprived from legal help in all the phases of the prosecution process - most of them do not have the necessary finances nor the network to be able to escape the prison. He is asking - think why the bosses of the criminal networks in Bulgaria rarely go to prisons and then try to explain yourself why it is easier to put in prisons the Roma people, mainly because of thefts.

In the frame of the CSD research from 2007, series of interviews with policemen working in Roma residential district were conducted and there is what they say: “10 days before receiving their social security the thefts were sharply increasing while after they have received the social security, the thefts literally stop”.

The Roma are often blamed of stealing metal for selling it for recycling or for illegal lumbering.

According to Rumian Russinov from the Public Advocacy Centre, even if the police and the journalists know that these illegal materials are being sold and even commissioned by legal Bulgarian companies, nobody wants to show the whole network and who is commissioning the thefts, because the truth will not please to the Bulgarian Public.

In conclusion we could say that it is true that the main part of the small size crimes as thefts are committed mainly by Roma in Bulgaria, but they are related with the high level of poverty in this community. On the other part, for the organised crimes for illegal metal recycling or illegal lumbering, the only one that go to prisons are the Roma that are implementing the tasks but not the ones that have commissioned it. The problem is why nobody go to the source of these crimes and try to stop or just show the organisers?

Italy – AEJ Bulgaria and Associazione Carta di Roma ask to 95 journalists to filled in a questionnaire about Roma representation in media. At the question “which is the most common stereotypes about Roma you can find on media outlets?” 85% of them answered: they are depicted as thieves or criminals.

In 2013 the Italian Court of Cassation confirmed that the state of emergency concerning the Roma minority established by the previous Government was illegal, because they don’t represent a “threat to public order and public security”. Judges wrote that the emergency was not supported by data, because there are no data confirming an increase of certain kind of crimes which the public opinion commonly related to Roma.

According to a research by the NGOs Geordie in Italy some years ago many Roma children experienced problems with the law, but they are not unpunished: the most of them spend some time in prison and usually their detention is longer in comparison with the detention of their non-Roma cellmates, because they have no access to a good legal defense.

II. ROMAS ARE POLLUTING THE DEMOCRACY WITH SELLING THEIR VOTES (Bulgaria)

It is true that the Roma population votes more actively than the ethnic Bulgarians. But if we look at the statistics the situation is as follow: we have approximately 800 000 ethnic Roma in Bulgaria (half of them called themselves Turkish) and their electoral activity is around 50%, compared to the electoral activity within the
Bulgarian community – 45%, around 60% for the Turkish community (the data is for the parliamentary elections according to the sociologist Juri Aslanov from AFIS sociological agency). At the same time according to the expert the paid vote is not only Roma phenomena, we have also paid corporate vote within the Bulgarian ethnic group and also paid vote within the Turkish community. Juri Aslanov claims that the paid vote is not ethnic, but just typical for the poor communities, disregarding their ethnus, where people do not expect the politicians to do something for changing their situation.

But the most important problem is that neither the police, neither the journalists are trying to find who is commissioning the paid votes, who is the one that is organising the network for paid voting. Obviously the organisers are the biggest political parties in Bulgaria, which have sufficient resources for polluting the democracy. On the other hands very often those who are selling their votes are not free to choose it. Very often they own money to criminal money lenders or they are under pressure of organized crime network based on feudal relationships in the communities, according to Zornitsa Stoiilova from Capital weekly who is working on the Roma issues.

A very symptomatic case about how the media are just trying to reaffirm the myths about the Gypsies and do not show the other face of the Gypsy voter, is the case of the village Dolny Ciber where the population consists mainly of this ethnus. The villagers decided not to vote because the state is not interested by their problems. The case was reported by a lot of media but very few informed that this is a Roma village and no one put in the headline. On the other hand, most of the cases with paid vote, were reported by the media by putting “Roma” in the headlines.

In conclusion we may say that like many people in Bulgaria, Roma individuals and groups sell their votes. Some are coerced into doing so. Some are simply interested in making money. Mainstream Bulgarian parties have relied upon co-opted Roma community leaders to manage the payment of Roma for their votes but the journalists’ and police investigations stop only to those leaders not going deeper to show the main purchaser.

III. THE “INVASION” OF ROMA PEOPLE (Italy)

The perception of Italians about the size of the Roma community in Italy is totally wrong. According to a survey by ISPO the most of the Italians overestimate the Romas presence in Italy. 56% of the people who answered don’t have an idea and one over 3 (35%) believe that Roma population is between 500.000 and 1.000.000. The truth is that in Italy there are about 140.000-150.000 Romas; they represent 0,25% of the whole population, less than in France, Greece or Spain, but only 6% of the interviewed people know it.

More than 50% of the interviewees said that Italian Romas don’t exist: actually the half of the Romas are Italian. The others come from several European countries, especially from Romania and from the area of the former Jugoslavia; a few of them are stateless. Media promotes this wrong perception using often terms like “invasion”, especially regarding Milan, Naples and Rome. Actually this is totally wrong: in these cities there are about 3.000, 1.000 and 6.000 Romas, a tiny number compared to the population of these metropolis.

IV. BULGARIA IS THREATENED BY GYPSIES ASSIMILATION BECAUSE OF THE HIGH BIRTH RATE OF THIS ETHNOS (Bulgaria)

According to the data of NSI (1 February 2011) the number of the families with more than three children are 56 017 or only 4.3 percent of all the families with children (http://www.nsi.bg/sites/default/files/files/pressreleases/Census_Family-2011.pdf). The data does not show the ethnus of the families with more than 3 children and it will be difficult to say that only Gypsies have more than 3 children. On the other hand, the result of this research is obvious – only 4.3 % of the population has more than 3 children and even if this percentage consists only of Gypsy population (what is not true), we are far away of having an ethnic assimilation with such a small number.
In his analysis of the data of NSI Boyan Yourukov, a data base specialist and blogger shows that the Gypsies are having really more children than the Bulgarians, but there is also another very serious problem that nobody is talking about - the highest number of children death-rate in this ethnic group. (http://yurukov.net/blog/2013/12/19/balgaritesa-na-izchezvane/)

V. ROMA PEOPLE ARE NOMADS (Italy)
They are nomads, so they have to live like nomads. The same ISPO report reveals that 84% of the interviewees answered that Romas are nomad. False. Only the 3% of Roma people in Italy are still nomad. The rest of them are settled down. Only 40,000 Romas live in “nomad camps”. The most of them live in flats or houses. But Italians still think that they live only in nomad camps and link their own idea of “nomad camp” with a nomadic lifestyle; this perception is constantly strengthen by articles which depict them in a summary and incorrect way. Under this point of view information about Romas is very superficial.

VI. THEY ARE LAZY, DO NOT WANT TO WORK, LIVING ON SOCIAL SECURITY
Around 70% of the Roma, that have higher education are employed; between those of them having secondary education 48.8% are employed; 25% are the Roma with primary education that have jobs, and only 14% are the Roma without education that are having some job. In total around 30% of the Roma people are employed and 70% do not have job, show the results of citizens monitoring carried out by Open Society Institute-Sofia (OOI) in 2012. But in the same time only 6% of the Roma population is living on social security. Most of the unemployed Roma are not registered in the National Employment Agency.
It is obvious that the low level of employment within this group is related with the low level of education. According to human rights defenders and journalists – the main reason, for the lack of education within this community, is the poverty. Some families do not have enough resources even to pay the cloths for sending their children to school. A lot of Gypsies families work abroad, leaving the children to their grandmothers and grandfathers, not having the possibility to send the children to school, or just take the children with them abroad, cutting like this the possibility for school education. Most of them find better paid jobs in countries like France, Italy or Germany than in Bulgaria. Around 46% of the Roma are living in poverty in comparison of only 5% of the ethnic Bulgarian according to the data of the OOI monitoring.
In conclusion – the Roma are once again put in a vicious circle because of the segregation and lack of integration strategy: the poverty leads to low education that leads to unemployment, what leads to more poverty. The media are mostly showing the results of this vicious circle not going deeper of the reasons related mainly to the segregation of this population and lack of political will to integrate the Roma as economically active part of the society.
Italy – In 2012 a research by Casa della Carità and Aaster said that between Romas with more than 15 years, the employment rate was 34.7%, ten points behind the Italians (44.3% according to Istat at the same time). This condition changes dramatically, depending on whether the interviewees were living in proper apartments or in "nomad camps" and caravans or illegal settlements. Between those who were living in “normal” housing, the employment rate was 46%, but it was only 24% in the case of those living in the "illegal" settlements.
Italians think that Romas are too “expensive”. This is true: according to “Campi Nomadi S.p.a”, a research by 21 luglio, the municipality of Rome in 2013 used more 24 millions of euros for the nomad camps of the city. This money are used to maintain camps which strengthen the separation of this minorities and several NGOs are fighting against this approach; actually this money don’t help Romas and they don’t have special benefits, as
the most of the Italian thinks. Casa della Carità and Aester show that - between the interviewed Romas - 19% of households do not have access to electricity, 22% do not have a fridge, 32% do not have hot water and 23%: at least a quarter of the Roma population live in very poor conditions. A quarter of them do not even have the health card or the family doctor, if they need a treatment they can only go to the emergency room; but, once again, among those who live in a “normal” house, 89% have an health insurance card and a family doctor.

VII. ROMA PEOPLE DO NOT PAY THEIR TAXES (Bulgaria)

According to the data of electricity supplier company EVN Bulgaria, presented to the conference “Facts against myths - social distances in the Bulgarian society” on 28.01.2013 r., almost 95% of the bills are paid in one of the biggest Roma residential district in Europe - Stolipnovo in the city of Plovdiv.

This success was achieved thanks to a joint project of EVN Bulgaria and Open society Institute Bulgaria in 2009 to make it easier for the Roma to pay their bills in the same district. According to Dimiter Dimitrov from Open society Roma program, after the success of this project, the media were not interested to show the results, even though before they were focusing a lot on the fact that the population of this district does not pay the electricity bills.

In conclusion – the media are covering mainly the cases of Roma not paying their bills, the positive examples are not of interest for them.

VIII. ROMA PEOPLE KIDNAP CHILDREN (Italy).

In a small town in Northern Italy a man lost his little son during local celebrations. He told the police he saw a “gipsy” running away with the little boy. Local and national newspapers and televisions immediately started speaking about a mysterious and dangerous “Roma kidnapper”. No doubts: it was a Roma. Two days later the Police stated that the men was lying: a camera shown that his story was totally false, he had just lost his children for a while. But the threats against the Roma people of the area were true. According to a research by University of Verona for Migrantes Foundation, from 1986 to 2007, no kidnappings have been made by Romas. The research analyze 40 cases (Romas accused of kidnapping): no guilty verdicts have been recorded.

IX. PROBLEMS ARE COMING FROM THEIR CULTURAL IDENTITY, THAT IS WHY THE INTEGRATION PROGRAMS DO NOT WORK

Bulgaria - Most of the integration programs exist only on paper, according to Maya Grekova, a professor in Sociology in Sofia University, working on Roma issues. There is no political will, neither budget provided for their implementation, agreed most of the others interviewed participants in the guide. The only one successful strategy for the educational integration was abandoned several years ago.

In conclusion – Instead of trying to investigate the concrete activities of the state policies and strategies about Roma inclusion, most of the media prefer to confirm the social myth that the Roma culture is to be blamed and no integration is possible because of it, but without showing any facts to prove this conclusion!

Italy – A recent episode shows us something interesting about the integration of Roma people in Italy: in Sardinia two Roma women have been hired by a school as janitors, thanks to the funds of the European Union; even if they are regular employees’ parents don’t want them to stay in the same school of their children. A big slice of the Italian society just refuses to accept Roma and the main reason is ignorance. The interviews with journalists, NGOs and Roma revealed that they are not represented at all in the political backdrop and that some national and local expensive policies just strengthen their isolation from the rest of the society.
Principles and interviews

Interviews with NGOs, journalists and Roma representatives confirmed that the first problem within the representation of the Roma community is that their voice can’t find space. Media don’t ask their opinion about education, health, social issues, environment etc. Giving them a voice is the first step for a different representation: you should meet them, speak with them, look for their point of view. As you would do with any other group of people.

Principles:

1. **Try to go above the stereotypes about the Roma in the media – criminals or victims**, created both by the popular nationalists from one part and some of the human rights defenders of the other. When organizing a debate on Roma issues, do not invite only nationalists from one part and human rights defenders on the other. Try to break this stereotype of criminals against victims by inviting impartial participants in the debate. On the other hand, the nationalists point of view is not a balanced one, because we do not have a balanced way of representing the Roma, nationalists’ participation will just make the situation harder. Another advice coming from the research - try to involve Roma representatives in the discussions so to have their voice included.

2. **Put data in the context.** When working with data related to Roma, put it in the context, show the origins and the consequences. On the other hand, If you are journalist, who is trying to fight against Roma discrimination, you will not help, if you try to hide the fact that most of the crimes of the everyday life are committed by Roma. If you do that, you will only hide the truth and will get the readers more frustrated and angry against the Roma people. Again, show the data, but put in context, give also the Roma voice, not only the police, the institutions and the nationalists.

3. **Find the issues that are uniting the ethnic Bulgarian and the ethnic Roma, not only the ones that are dividing them.** Try to show the problems that are the same for the Bulgarian and the Gypsies do not separate the problems to Gypsies’ or Bulgarian. For example the poverty is a social phenomenon, mainly related with Roma, but also a lot of adult Bulgarians pensioners are suffering from it. Try to find for example why those two groups share the same problems, where are the origins?

4. **Speak about Roma people like individual persons, not like a group, do not generalise.** First of all the Gypsy people are Human beings and have the right to be treated as a human being; when a crime is committed by a Gypsy representative, don’t stigmatize all the Gypsies like criminals, putting in the headline the ethnos of the person in case.

5. **Look from different angle on the Roma.** Do not look for Roma point of view only on problems, related with Roma; look for the Roma experts’ opinion on different topics, concerning not only the Roma population - like business environment; scientific topics, education, social system, sport.

6. **Don’t be a spokesperson for the politicians and institutions when they are speaking about Roma.** Most of NGOs interviewed for this guide said that even the representatives of state on high positions tend to discriminate Roma people in their speech. If so, do not just transmit the message, put it in context and when it is a case of hate speech, say it to your audience.
7. Do not blame a whole ethnic cultural about a given problem, in doing so, you are going into a very dangerous discourse. When writing about Roma failed integration, investigate what really has been done by the state programs - show the data, the budgets and the concrete activities if any. Do your journalistic job, not a manipulation. Do not rely on myths about Roma culture as explanation for the missed integration.

8. Show the positive side of the integration of Roma in the Bulgarian society. When speaking about the failed integration and the efforts to be done by the state to end the segregation of the Roma population, show the benefits of successful integration strategy for the entire population; do not separate the problems, because of the ethnus, try to show the positive consequences of involving the Gypsies in active economical live.

9. Positive discrimination. Speak and show good examples of Roma representatives. Because of the massive tendency in the media to present the Roma only in relation with negative stories, efforts should be done to recover the balance of the Roma image in the media. For example, in the Bulgarian universities there are around 3000 Roma students, 120 in medical studies, according to OOI study, try to find and show similar good examples.

10. Check the information twice. Journalists sometimes jump to the wrong conclusion, because of stereotypes. When you are reporting about an episode which reflects one or more myths, be careful: base your story only on the facts and don’t generalize.

Useful contacts:

14. The International Center for Minority Studies and Intercultural Relations (IMIR), http://imir-bg.org
15. Program Roma, Open Society Institute - Sofia, http://www.osf.bg/?cy=28&lang=1&a0i=222697&a0m=read&a0p_id=69
17. Fondazione Romani, www.fondazioneromani.it
21. ISPO (Studies on Public Opinion Institute), www.ispo.it
22. ISTAT (Statistic National Institute), www.istat.it

COMMENTS

List of interviewed persons
During the exchange, we met or had telephone interviews with several representatives from the NGO sector and journalists:

1. Dimitar Dimitrov, Director, Open Society Roma Program;
2. Yuliana Metodieva, human right activist and founder of Marginalia.bg;
3. Irina Nedeva, editor in Bulgarian National radio and journalist covering human rights problems;
4. Maria Cheresheva, activist from Friends of the Refugees in Bulgaria and journalist, covering human rights issues;
5. Zornitsa Stoilova, journalist covering human rights and social issues from Capital weekly;
6. Yuri Aslanov, sociologist, from Afis sociological agency;
7. Maia Grekova, sociologist, Sofia University, Maya Grekova is Doctor of Sociological Sciences, Ph.D. in Philosophy, Professor in sociology at the Department of Sociology, Sofia University 'St Kliment Ohridski'.
8. Rumian Russinov, Public Advocacy Centre
9. Ion Dumitru, activist, Fondazione Romani
10. Danilo Giannese, journalist, Associazione 21 Luglio
11. Ludovica Jona, journalist, Il mio nome è Rom
12. Serena Chiodo, activist, Lunaria – Cronache di Ordinario Razzismo
13. Questionnaire filled by 95 Italian journalists from different media and with different positions on September 26th 2014.

Other source of information:

1. Krassimir Kanev, Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, publications in "Obektiv" magazine;
2. Boyan Yuruko, publications in http://yurukov.net/blog/;
3. Dr. Svetlosar Kirilov, Professor in sociology at the Department of Sociology, Sofia University 'St Kliment Ohridski', publications about Roma discrimination in media-journl.info
4. National statistical institute
5. Tihomir Bezlov, Centre for the study of democracy, “The Roma in Bulgaria Criminal Justice System: from ethnic profiling to imprisonment, Critical Criminology”
6. Open Society Institute-Sofia, Report “Public policies for Roma integration in
The guide is distributed to the AEJ-Bulgaria members and the Italian journalists through Carta di Roma seminars. The guide will serve for the upgrade of the ethical code of the media in Bulgaria and for the role playing workshops, starting from 2015 in Bulgaria under the title “network against hate speech”. The workshops include journalists, Roma and NGO in an exchange of role in situation related to the stereotypes about the Roma people in the media. The training are planned as a two day workshop with main output – development of network against hate speech in media, including journalists, Roma and experts.

In Italy it will distributed during the professional training sessions for journalists, focused on the Carta di Roma code of ethics, which take place all over Italy on a regular basis. It will be also disseminated during trainings in school of journalism. Guidelines will be promoted through our website, newsletter, facebook and twitter.